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for the children, but a lot of other things like a lot of my gardening I have had to curtail, and spending time creating decorations
~

for

the home and this kind of thing, making pillows and that kind of thing
that now to me are a luxury that I no longer have time for at this
point of time.
QI

All right.

Let me preface this next question by asking you are there

any factional pressures in Del Mar that you can see?
developers or some environmentalists,
AI

Let's say

and that sort of thing.

I think there have been created some the last few years that are
gradually developing, and that would be the pressure between the
old Del Mar, which is a conservative

residential

Mar, which is very often representative

group, and a new Del

of the University

coming in

that are much more liberal politically and perhaps intellectually
their outlook.

in

And I think there is a source of tension between the

two views who worry about people, old Del Mar worrying about the new
~

quote ultra-liberal

unquote faction that is now on city councilT-and

this is their opinion of it, not mine--who are going to lead Del Mar
down the primrose path, and the views of this newer element of Del
Mar that see the conservative
responding

element as being reactionary

to the times, and perhaps overstressing

at the expense of public use of facilities.

private property

And yet both elements

are joined in their desire to keep Del Mar essentially
and keep it as desirable as it is.

and not

a small town

So that's the one uniting factor

between these two elements, as I perceive it. Now I might be wrong
the way
in my views, but this is XIH I perceive the situation.
Q,

In addition to that particular faction pressure here in Del Mar, how
do you react to factional pressure in general, this being considered?

AI

4It

I don't think I quite understand your question,
in general that I don't like factionalization.

but I could answer
It creates tension,

and I like people working together toward common goals, which is the
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way I perceive solutions to come about, so that by nature--and

I don't

think primarily because I'm a woman, I think just my own personality,

4It

which of course I guess is affected by being a woman--but
not wanting discord and tension and pressure.
together in harmony.
I do like divergent

1s one of

I want people to work

So for that reason I don't like factionalization.
opinions that can be used as sounding boards

against opposing views to work out a solution that's generally good,
but I think my prime desire is that of harmony and working together
harmoniously

with different groups, and trying to resolve a problem

rather than--my rDomate expressed it once, and I thought it was a
funny expression.

I used it when I came into office, but she said

once, "You know, men do love to buck heads."
woman I appreciated

it fully.

I thought that as a

So I see my role as preventing heads

from being butted too hard and trying to get people working together
towards something as harmoniously

4It

viewpoints.
QI

All right.

as possible, given different

That kind of wandered a lot, but •••
Possibly you'll expand on that "butting heads" situation

between the men.

Do you think men would react differently

to factional

pressures, and how would they?
AI

I think most men that are interested in these kinds of problems,
say in serving in pUblic life and so forth, relish opposing views
as giving them sort of a challenging
I'm generalizing
field.

situation with which to deal.

without having a great deal of knowledge on this

I think most women--and again this is conditioned a great

deal, I thin~by
are exceptions

society--prefer

to avoid confrontations.

to both these generalizations

I made.

Now there

There are men

that would rather just have the world go by peaceably, and there are
women that would love to get into aggressive

4It

cope with it.

situations and try to

I think most women don't mind intellectual challenges.
I think
They don't like disharmony, and!that's traditionally been the role of
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women, to try to create harmony within the home, within the community framework, within the world framework.

•

So I think somewhat of

this is not only my own personal predilection
it may be conditioned

as well.

as I said earlier, but

I just don't know how much of this

is conditioned.
QI

How do you react, and maybe you can generalize
the same time, to criticism

on women as well at

of your office, let's say, the way you're

running your office?
AI

I think my first reaction

is if someone criticizes,

there may be

I

validity

to what they're saying, and/would

try to think about what

they're saying and see if I feel they're right.
personal feeling sometimes of

There's also a

feeling that I've let someone down

or I may not have performed my job as well as I should.

You know, the

sense of your feelings might be slightly hurt by it--not offended in
my case, but hurt-- because I'm as sensitive
•

But hopefully

to this kind of thing.

I would accept criticism and learn from it, and perhaps

be more effective, if I felt the criticism were merited,
times it is.

and in many

I mean, people have been very good when they criticize.

They have been, I think, pretty objective about it, and it has not
been criticism

in the sense of hurting.

It has been criticism from

the point of view of trying to help or raising a legitimate

point

that I may not have seen at the time.
QI

How would you react to unsubstantiated

criticism?

Then we talked

about the informed type.
Al

I guess I would consider the source, and if I really felt it were
uninformed

I would first think about what was being said
~twere
and then who was saying it. And if I felt~uninformed,
I would

•

disregard

criticism

it, because it would have no validity

in my mind.
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QI

All right.

I'm sure we've been down this road before, but what

quality or qualities

tt

do you think women can add to a position such

as yours, whereas maybe a man couldn't?
AI

Are you talking about as mayor or as councilman?

QI

As mayor.

Al

You know, I think that's hard to answer, because I try to perceive

As mayor right now, as councilman before.

people, and I think that maybe we need to in a way, as individuals.
So it would really be what an individual can contribute, not as per
se a woman or per se a man.

Now there may be some general qualities

a woman might contribute because of, say, conditioning

or society.

But that's really hard to say, because I think you could choose a
woman to be mayor who could do a very bad job and a different woman
who might do an excellent
among men.

job, just as you find the same extremes

So I really think it's a case of personal qualities.

It's hard to think of a general quality that women might share.

•

I

think they might bring more patience and perhaps willing to sit
through more tedious formal occasions.

Hopefully they might bring

a greater extent of moderation among dissenting views, but that
again is an individual quality, and I don't know if all women share
that or not.
QI

I see.

There I go again.

AI

It's okay.

You're allowed,that.

I'll trade you.

I

keep saying "you know."

So

You say "you know" for a while, and I'll say "I see."

Okay?
QI

Okay.

Now, granted Del Mar is a rather small community, do you see

or could you see possibly a person using his position or her position-I mean the council as a councilman,

or even mayor, as a stepping stone

for political advancement?

tt

Al

I think so.

I don't know how effective it would be in a town this

size, but oVviously anyone could.

You could use any kind of office

·
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to advance yourself if you were thinking in those terms.
could use chairman of a local service organization

~

You

as a stepping

stone if that's what you wanted.
QI

Do you see this happening at all in the present council?

AI

No, because I think that the councilmen are concerned with issues.
If they are ever interested in going down the confines of the city,
it's more in terms of, for instance, this Proposition
more in terms of implementing
than self aggrandizement.
the councilmen

a proposition

And so at this point I don't see any of

willing to go beyond the activities

dizement or to perpetuate themselves

Then they are

limited to Del Mar and extend

their activities beyond that, but not necessarily

for self aggran-

in a higher office.

I really

You know, in a small town, there really aren't that

many avenues out of here to go up in politics,
I re~y

This is my

I think they are more interested in if they

can be effective bringing about changes they want.

don't think ••

It's

that they believe in

or myself as being personally ambitious.

own personal view now.

~

Twenty.

can't see anyone being highly ambitious

small town coyncilman or mayor.

I don't think.

I mean

really, serving as a

I would see them going through a

political party and working %k%8K~k, you know, through the central
committees,

the central committooof

to, say, supervisorial
mayor.

the political party and going on

levels or that avenue, rather than being a

All of that isn't always true, because there are some mayers,

but of larger citie~that

are running for office and have been for

the last couple of years. What?
QI

Nothing.

Will you check that?

The time

All right.

In terms of time spent !n your job as mayor, do you think
~be
there are differences--to you spend more time, or do you think/a man

~

would spend more time doing his job?

Al

I don't think it would be a case of man or woman.
tied back to what I said earlier.

•

It's really

I think you find XIMIIXX very

seldom someone as dedicated as Councilman Pearson.

I think that he

would give more time, or has given more time, than most of the other
men on the council, or more than myself.

But I think that's an

individual case, not a case of man versus woman. And I don't know if
again
you could generalize.
I think it really %KKK comes down to the individual--how
want to spend.

dedicated he or she is and how much time they feel they
So I really think it's an individual matter rather

than one generated by, you know, sex.
QI

Just as a sidelight, has Del Mar ever had a woman mayor?

A:

No.

This is the first time.

I mean it~

We haven't been a city that long.

about ten years or aeven years or something.

QI

Del Mar has only been a city for that long?

AI

Yes, and I think we just incorporated for a number of years ago, so •••

•

I hope I'm not incorrect in this.

I thought we just had our tenth

anniversary a year or two ago.
Q,

That's possibl~ I'm relatively new kaxe to the area.

This was part

of San Diego before.then.
A.

It's par~ of the county.

Q,

I see.

A.

If we had been part of San Diego, we never would have been allowed to
become a city and have the race track.

Q,

Absolutely, absolutely.

What is the southern boundary of Del Mar?

A.

It's just by Carmel Valley Road down there.
down to twenty-five

Q.

You know where it

this side of • • •

In other words, the Del Mar Heights area.

Fourth street, up in there,

that is DelMar?
•

AI

Yes, but not the Del Mar Heights area.
San Diego, the City of San Diego.

That's not Del Mar.

That's

Del Mar is a long, narrow strip

.,
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with an indentation that comes in.
yes, right here.
~

If you look on the map over there,

This area is San Diego, and this is Del Mar, a

long, narrow strip that extends back in here.

But then this part

is all San Diego, you see, so it takes kind of a bite out of it, the
city, and it,s sort of joined by a bridge_
QI

AI

Sort of a bleak bite too.
Yes, and then really we tried to get this property, because we ..thought
thought we
we/made much
city to work with. And San Diego, under Hom,
ready
wasn't about/to give us the land. He was very growth conscious. Now,
you see, there's been a change over there, with Kimball MODre as
city manager.
growth.

San Diego is much less active in pursuing rapid

They are beginning under Pete Wilson and Kimball Moore to

try to evaluate controlled growth, or reasonable growth and not create
any overabundant problems which rapid growth very often engenders.

~

Ql

What types of specialization

occur on the

AI

In what sense?

Ql

Well, you take a special interest in one thing.

council at present?

I don't know what you're asking.
And, let's say,

Tom Pearson takes a special interest in something else, and. • •
RYPiNi5f1i

AI

Dick Oj9iRSJd. would have another. ••
under Tom.

Yes.

We've bean starting this

We've brought about a series of sort of--we call them

portfolios--waere

you have certain interests that you elect to take

Or if there are more than one, either more than one may

on yourself.

do it, or you may choose one among several councilmen to take on one.
Tom Pearson right now is interested in being the liaison between the
Twenty-second

cultural district, the merchants, and the

city council, because it's been a rift.
old Del Mar versus new.

There's been this sort of feeling of not

necessarily working together.
~

not necessarily

This is what I told you.

There's a residential

reflect that of the Twenty-Second

view that does

District or of the

l?yfini5/d

businessmen.

Dick 9JlinlllEi is greatly interested in working with

cpo.

"
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He's chairman of CPO this year and is doing a very good job, and
he's very interested in, say, shoreline control and Proposition

•

1

, • f\

Twenty.

John -;'
..AJ-<"!t.M'l,

servation and ecology.

is interested

in that, and, say, con-

In fact, that's the real orientation of
5I1EPERJ>

three of our council members.

And Tom ~~e~AePQ,the youngest member

of our council, is interested in those issues as well.
certain portfolios--we

But we do have

really haven't gotten around to signing all

of them yet.

So I really can't at this point speak more to indi-

vidual ones.

But these are some.

Rypin!s/(;

toward underground

in utilities.

And Dick O~il'H~ld has been active
That's been another special port-

folio of his.
QI

Do men differ from women in their choice of what specializatibn
interest--you

AI

can probably answer • • •

I think probably at this point in time, this would be generally
true.

•

of

Are you

my profound answer

right now?
QI

No.

Go ahead.

AI

Because of the fact that I think women are still conditioned by the
environment and society around them, so that I think women generally
would take on, for instance, improving the level of home life or
cultural or socio-economic

problems, where a man would take over,

say, armed services committee.
national level volunteering

You wouldn't find women probably on

to handle armed services.

So I think that

there are cultural and socially invoked differences at this point in
time.

Yes.

know how to

•

I don't know if it will always be true or not.

I don't
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~

AI

Nobody's perfect.

QJ

Let it run a few minutes there.

Get a couple of feet on there

while I catch up here.
AI

You don't have to refer to your questions very much.

Do you know

them pretty well?
QI

Well, I try to draw on what you say.
quite a bit.

Now the questions aided me

I get a little confused sometimes in orientation as

to what I want to get into next.

I find that this series of questions

I have here keeps me in line pretty much.

And there are things I

want to ask you later that I thought of a long time ago, but this
will bring them back.
Al

Yes, I would think it would be easy, because I can see where I
tend to wander at times from what you're asking, and I'm sure this
is very difficult for you.

QI
~

I attempt to pick up on your wandering and not cut you off, but
try and get back on the track.
thing in front of me.

That's the only reason I have this

Certainly you have constituency

with all these voting people out here.

in Del Mar

How do you keep in touch with

them?
AI

Mostly by answering the phone.

When they call with problems,

there to answer and to try to help with the problems.
meetings.
do.

I'm

I am here for

I think there is a problem I need to work on.

All of us

It's to go out more to people to see if they have problems and

try to, for.instance

have them call meetings

do have something they want to discuss.

of people to see if they

But people, when they really

have a problem, will corner you, or will call you, or will notify
you through a letter, or will contact other councilmen
really something bothering them.
~

if there's

But I think the big problem anyone

in public office is trying to keep in touch with, not just their
constituency,

but the whole community--which

stituency, is the overall community.

I feel is their con-

It's not just the people that

..
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they know or the people that voted or didn't vote for them.

•

It

would be the overall community.
QI

That's who I was referring to •

AI

Oh, this is your letter.

Q.

That's who I was referring

to as your constituency.

With your

name spelled wrong, by the way.
AI

That's all right.
see.

QI

Everyone does.

It throws everybody.

Oh, it's telling me.

Now, what sections of Del Mar don't come

forward with their problems,
AI

The second "n" is silent, you

or are there parts of Del Mar that don~ ••

It would be hard to know, because if they don't come forward you're
not aware of the fact they are not there.
that people that might hesitate--now,

I would think, though,

this is where there is dne

difference between a man and woman on council.

I think people would

tend to call me less frequently with problems than they would to call
•

a man.

Now a woman may call me more frequently, easily, but I think

a man would tend to call another man more commonly before he WQuid
call me on the phone.

So there is some difference

that way.

Q.

What reasons do you attribute to this?

AI

I think it's just because men would prefer to talk to another man.
They would feel that they were intruding less on calling another man
when she's, say,
than they would calling a woman at home/during the dinner hour or
something, although it doesn't keep everyone from calling during
the dinner hour, I'll have to admit.

But I may be wrong on this.

This is something that I think is the case.

You may pick up some

more feedback on this from your other questions, you know, with other
people you have interviewed.
Is there an ethnic minority in Del Mar per se?
No.

I don't think so.
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Qt

There is not?

It's a pretty much professionally

structured

•••

At

We know an upper middle class community, and at times maybe a smug
middle
upper/class community, trying hard not to be.

Qt

You mean to imply that you would rather stay an upper middle class

~

community.
A,

This is an interesting dichotomy we're coming to now, because of
the fact that it's easy to use the cry of keeping the atmosphere

of

the village of Del Mar as a cover for "I have mine, I don't want
anyone else to have theirs" kind of thing.

This is a very hard thing

to separate, and this is something that is a real problem with
people that are slow growth conscious, that it's hard to separate
the desire for really rational growth from those people that just don~
want anything--now

that they have their place, they don't want anyone else

to come and spoil it.

This is a really difficult problem to resolve,

and I think this is the dichotomy we're getting in Del Mar, is that
~

there are people that want to keep the atmosphere
the atmosphere,

which I also personally

favor.

and yet, by keeping

But by keeping it,

we're going to lose a lot of social diversity that we might have had.
In other words, we may be conscious of trying to get a more varied
group of people living here. Yet the actions that we XX~Kx»KKR conhave been
sistently~taking as a council has the opposite effect. It's going
to keep Del Mar closed to all but those people that have a moderate
to high moderate income, because our policies are less density, which
means higher cost of land and houses.

So the results of our actions,

philosophically we want a variety of people, students, poor people,
older people,
younger people,/maybe an ethnic mixture here as well. We are taking
policy stands now that are really going to preclude this.
QI

~

What are the council's feelings on unification
Solana Beach?

At

with, let's say,

Has this come up before?

Oh, it's come up from time to time.

I don't think most of us are
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thrilled about it, because we're afraid of Del Mar losing its own
integral character.
~

I don't know.

There may be some people interested in it.

But I think basically

the Desponse of myself and of

other people on the council would probably be one of--well, i~s
really we're developing
with residents,

it as a large community, we'd be losing contact

we'd be losing contact with constituencies,

because it

would be such a large area that I don't think it would be looked
on with unmixed enthusiasm.
questioning

I think there would be a great deal of

and skepticism in dealing with this.

rule it out, that it might never happen.

I'm not trying to

I just don't know.

But I

don't think, we're certainly not actively trying to draw other areas
into Del Mar.

Let's put it that way.

I mean we seem to like the

size we are now, and we like Del Mar, and we don't really want to
change it that much, in terms of , you know, size and area, constituency, and so forth.
~

Q.

All right.

We spoke before about pressure groups.

like conservationists
A.

I'm being interviewed,
going.

• • •
so don't talk, because the tape recorder's

I want to see you guys later.

met Tom Pearson~

Okay?

Hmm, coward.

I've been talking about him--nicely,

Your tape recorder's running.
, our city manager.

Q.

Have you

I might add.

Aren't you getting nervous~

And Jack

This is Hugh Chindlund, who is inter-

viewing me for a study thing on women in politics.
good things.

Do you see groups

Women in politics, and I'm one.

I'm saying all

How about that?

Possibly we answered that before, but you say a conservationist
group around town, a group of interested taxpayers, are coming forth
to rally their interests in front of the council?
~ypin,sKI

Al
...

SHe:P£/D)

Yes, and I think that John Silber and Dick Bl'inski',and Tom ~he~AQrd
particularly

reflect the interests of those groups.

servation-minded.
Sierra Club.

They are very con-

For instance, Dick has been very active in the

And I don't know if John or Tom have been active in

Jl
Sierra Club.

But they reflect, I would say, very conservation

conscious elements in their thinking, so that I think those groups

•

do come forward from time to time on issues.

And I think that we

reflect those trends of thinking right now on the council quite
strongly.

I think there, a lot

tion in the re-election

of this~-this is animportant

fac-

of Dick and the election of John and Tom

5J/£P£RD

,ShephQra when they ran this last time.

They didn't all run this

last time, but when the ones that did this last time did.
Q,

What are some of the differences between men and women, do you feel,
in their response to special interest groups?

A'

I haven't had enough experience

to really know.

I don't know if

that's really a good question, because I don't know how you'd be
some of
able to delineate this. And again, maybe/these things come down to
a personal, you know, interest, or, you know, difference between
individuals,

•

not difference between men and women per se.

I think

perhaps somethin~ you could generalize on is maybe men are more used
'I.
'7,
to doing this business as groups. I don't think women have encountered
them as often, because men have had more experience in public life.
Okay?
Q,

Could you review some of the recent problems of the city government

large problems that we might expand on, in a few minutes?
Oh.
A. /1 think, as I say, the largest problems are the ones I talked about
earlier, that of growthT-how much, what kind, how fast.
really, the overwhelming

And the fact,

problem, which is that we are a small city

surrounded by other jurisdictions.

And that much of the change takes

place around us that's going to affect us drastically,

we have no

control over, and that's a real problem, and I don't know if there's

•

any answer to that.

�
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9' Do you feel--I hate to ask a "do you?" question.
~

AI

That's all right.

QI

Thank you.

You may.

Do you feel there are differences between men and women

with concern to their dedication
AI

to issues?

I'm not sure I'm justified in this, but I somehow have the feeling
that women would be more dedicated, because they have fewer issues
to which to lend themselves.

And I think when a woman takes on an

issue to work for she usually does it very wholeheartedly.
are many men that take on issues very wholeheartedly

Now there

as well, but I

think that very often it's one facet in their daily lives, and it's
one part of their life, not as an important part of their life, that
they have other things that require their time and attention so that
they don't have quite as much perhaps dedication to the one specific
issue.

Now I may be completely wrong in this.

I'm not sure~

I

haven't gained some experience as sort of a, you know, reaction,
...

intuitive reaction rather than a rational one.

So I'm not sure it's

right.

•

QI

Well, it's at least your opinion.

AI

Yes, right.

QI

That's good.

AI

Council.

QI

Council.

AI

I don't think I understand how you mean this, in what way.

QI

Now the council is a city function.

AI

Yes.

QI

Okay.

A.

Yes.

QI

There are certain state agencies,

What is the ultimate power in Del Mar?

Is it the •••

How do they relate to state and federal agencies?

Well, San Diego is a city function also, really.

or are there state or federal

agencies which fund various aspects in the city of Del Mar?
AI

There are some, but I think that our jurisdiction

stops when a

r

person comes to a Proposition
of thing.
~

JJ

an
Twenty or/environmental

impact kind

Then we have to come to grips with a law and administer

a law that's created by a body beyond ourselves.

So that there are

certain very definite limits within which we can operate.
far as federal funding goes, yes, we do have some.

Now as

We are trying to

get funds right now for our sewer outfall to join San Diego Metro
System.

So we do use federal funding, and there are state funds,

and gas tax funds, and things like this.

We use them, but I don't

still think I understand your question very well.
Q,

Do you see any special problems between, well, let's say small city
government

like this and a larger state or federal government?

I

mean your relation to working with them.
AI

Do you mean is it hard to work with them, or what?

QI

More or less.

AI

Well, it's not so much hard.

~

is a basic philosophical

What you're really getting down to

question of local control versus regionalism.

And that's one we're really all grappling with at this point in time,
and that's one that philosophically
old Del Mar and New Del Mar.
local government,

divides a great deal of population
Because old Del Mar would want

local control, and so forth.

New Del Mar would

want local control to a certain level but mitigate by the need for
regional solutions to problems.

And old Del Mar still looks on with

suspicion regional solutions to problems.
a very touchy point.

So philosophically

As far as being difficult

it's

to work with these

things, I don't think it's so much difficult as no one has really
quite worked out the relationship

or the borderlines

between regional

and which would be state or federal and local control.

I don't know

if I'm answering your question, because I really had trouble with
~

your question.
Q,

Right.

It wasn't that good.

-~

---------------

J4
AI

Well, I don't know about that.

I just maybe didn't get it correctly,

but that's all right.
It didn't come across to me that well, either.
AI

Okay.

Ql

Right.

You can scratch that one for next time.
Now in your job as mayor, you have to do a certain amount

of homework.

I would imagine that.

What portion of your time do

you dedicate to this homework?
Can you estimate that?
really
A. It/would depend upon the amount of material we have to deal with
at a meeting.

I would say at least a number of hours.

we're very lucky, and we

city manager.

Of course,

And so a lot of

homework I will do, but the basic elementary research is done by
our city staff.

That's what they are there for.

commission--that's

what they are there for.

Or our planning

Then the results of this

thinking we look at, and we look into some of the reasons that went
into their decisions,
..

and then evaluate that material.

So a lot

of the homework is to some lvvel done for uSr-I mean to a certain
level of decision making.

From then on, the decision is our own.

We have to make the decision.

But I would say a couple of hours

anyway, sometimes a number of hours.

You go out and view on-site

problems or look at facts and figures and maps and things.

So it

does take sometimes a great deal of time, sometimes very little.

If

you have a very light agenda, then maybe an hour or so SUffices, or
half an hour suffices.
QI

Okay.

AI

Yes.

QI

Now, you have certain opinions about things. All right?

Not necessarily

concerning Del Mar, but opinions in general.

What

media, magazines and that sort of thing, do you use to build your
opinions?
..

Or, even doing homework, do you rely on specific media to

do your homework?
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AI

It would depend what is being discussed.

There are always a lot

of, say, briefs of decisions by courts and so forth that you might

•

look at.

This would probably come from the city attorney bringing

this to us.

Or if there is legislation pending, there is the League

of California Cities puts out bulletins
cities and so forth.

on legislation

You read newspapers.

that affects

You watch television.

You talk to other people to get views of what's going on.

A spcific

problem you might find articles dealing with, say, lighting or
underground

utilities--from

various sources.

If you like were going

out to find material for a paper you were doing.

Like right now we're

studying the problem of pUblic safety, you know.

We're going to

create a committee to study, evaluate our current system of pUblic
safety and see if there might be alternatives
and more economically

that are more viable

sound and would give a better level of service.

Well, you do that by, first of all, .J interviewing

•

people from other

cities that have different systems or getting material from them as
to how they work, by getting costs and facts and figures, by getting
articles and books written dealing with the problem of public safety.
And it's really going out and preparing as you would for a report or
something, and then coming back with your facts and figures and
working out these things and having done research and homework, and
then trying to come up with a decision evaluating your public safety
program.
QI

Okay.

We've covered small town versus regional government

times throughout

the interview, I think.

Would you care to summarize

that right now, your feelings of regional government--why
AI

•

Well, I think there's an unavoidable
control in some aspects.

or why not?

need for some sort of regional

I think the problem is delineating

those areas where local government

several

between

should handle their own problems

J
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because they are not regional in nature, and those areas where you
have to band together with other local entities and form a regional
~

approach.

Now instinctively

except when justified.

it's difficult to accept regionalism

I mean, this is the thing that's hard for

people in Del Mar to accept--the

idea that regional control is the

only answer, because really people instinctinvely

still believe,

many of them, in local control, that we are masters of our own
destiny and we should solve our own problems and not rely on a second
or third level of government.
now.

That's the

But I think there are times.

we are thrown about

I do think there are problems that

are capable of being solved on a local lvvel, and those would be
things like transportation--you

know, what you do with the automobile,

what about a mass transport system?
capacity to solve.
growth.
~

Air pollution.

That's obviously beyond Del Mar's
Water is another thing.

Population

These are all problems that have grown beyond the local

limits and that can't be, at this point of time, solved by Del Mar
acting alone.

So there are certain areas where I think regionalism

and regional soluti~,s are very beneficial.
one.

Planning may be another

But I also don't want to see regionalism

imposed on every

problem that comes up in a small community, because I think we as a
small community and as a governing body in a small community are much
more responsive

to the needs of the people here than a larger regional

board would be.

So that in some areas when the problems are local,

I think that the local government should be left to cope with them
and not have regionalism

forced upon the local government

in all

aspects of li~e--only to those problems that can't be solved on a
local level.
QI

~

Would you care to hypothesize
concerning regional government7
and female feeling?

on the m~le feeling on the council
Is there a difference between male

